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1 Introduction 

Overview of Version Update 

Version Function expanded corrected 

V3.3.0 Alarmservice-Module is now available   

 Device Simulation is now available   

 SoftkeyMasks can be enabled/disabled   

 PC/CE STX-Interpreter supports EDS   

 PC/CE STX-Interpreter supports the  
serial Interface 

  

 FTP-Deployment optimized   

 Editor for SoftkeyMasks revised   

 New point editor for lines and polygons   

 JetView Embedded runtime available as  
PC-Product  

  

 Copy&Paste for objects extended   

 Grid-Properties of the Mask-Document  
extended 

  

 Colors can be entered in RGB-Notation   

 Status bar shows RGB value at mouse posi-
tion 

  

 Compiling from the command line   

 Pointer-Appearance optimized   

 Version Check expanded   

 ToolTips can be switched off   

 Multiple selection for inserting images   

 Image-Objects get the filename as object-
name 

  

 New Object SoftKey   

 Definition of a controller hardware is not 
necessary any more 

  

 Appearance of Checkbox within the Grid-
Object adjusted 

  

 Revised project creation   

 No restriction of the font selection for  
CE projects 
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Versions-Update Übersicht 

Version Funktion erweitert korrigiert 

V3.3.0 „Recent Workspaces“ can be cleaned   

 LineStyles, FillStyles and Fonts are now able 
to be copied 

  

 VideoControl is available   

 Grid-Object couldn’t be used object-oriented   

 Context menus are pushed into the  
background 

  

 Incorrect display of rectangle object in a  
container 

  

 Line, polyline and polygon were not ISO-
compliant drawn 

  

 Invalid tag names in the XYGraph  
configuration were not recognized 

  

 Begin editing of objects by pressing the Enter-
Key 

  

 Data have been lost, when macros were  
added to library 

  

 Editing a polygon causes incorrect position in 
the mask 

  

 After flipping a polygon, it got a wrong position 
in the mask 

  

 Option "Open last Workspace" creates new 
folder 

  

 Incorrect message from the compiler   

 JVFont2Bmp tool generates invalid file name   

 „Add new Mask" dialog disappeared into the 
background 

  

 The command GetResource () does not  
accept variables as parameters 

  

 Undo/Redo operations has not always set the 
modified flag 

  

 Events of the Grid-Object didn’t work   

 Chinese characters were not shown   

 In the Hardware-Tree the  
„Test-Connection“-Button didn’t work 

  

 Change in height of the column headers for 
the grid has not been saved 

  

 Grid properties of the component editor were 
not saved 

  

 Resource selection was not sorted   
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Versions-Update Übersicht 

Version Funktion erweitert korrigiert 

V3.3.0 Listbox and ComboBox have shown the first 
entry only 

  

 Tag-selection in the ObjectPool-Tree didn’t 
work 

  

 Drag and drop images with a width/height > 
1000px didn’t work 

  

 Copying images with CopyNow deletes entries 
in resource files   

  

 The Navigate command triggered error  
message on masks in subfolders 

  

 Resizing a button by using the properties  
window didn‘t work 

  

 Incorrect deletion of a multiple-selection in 
CommunicationService 
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2 Eliminated Software Bugs 

2.1 Alarmservice-Module is now available 
The new module Alarm Service provides a simple way to manage and display of alarm 
messages. Further details can be found in the online help. 

2.2 Device Simulation is now available 
With the new device simulation, masks can be viewed during the designtime on the PC. 
The simulation also allows a limited functional test of the application. Further details can 
be found in the online help. 

2.3 SoftkeyMasks can be enabled/disabled 
The use of SoftkeyMasks can now be enabled/disabled separately for each project. The 
setting can be found at the project properties in the  
category compiler. 

2.4 PC/CE STX-Interpreter supports EDS 
The STX-Interpreter supports now the Electronic Data Interface (EDS). So it is now possi-
ble to read and write command registers for changing settings of the STX-Interpreter. 

2.5 PC/CE STX-Interpreter supports the  

serial Interface  
By using according command registers, it is now possible to use the serial Interface  
within application, which runs on the STX-Interpreter. 

2.6 FTP-Deployment optimized 
The FTP deployment will now recognize exactly which files were modified since the last 
download and transmit only the changed files. 
 

2.7 Editor for SoftkeyMasks revised 
The editor for editing SoftkeyMasks has been extensively revised. Further details can be 
found in the online help. 

2.8 New point editor for lines and polygons 
The points of a line, polyline or polygon can now be edited by an additional new editor. So 
it is possible to enter the X/Y coordinates directly. 
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2.9 JetView Embedded runtime is available as  

a PC-Product  
The Windows CE runtime JetView Embedded runtime can now be used for visualization 
on PC hardware. 

2.10 Copy&Paste for objects extended 
When copying / pasting objects, the position is now also copied. So when copying from 
mask to mask the objects inserted at the same position. 

2.11 Grid-Properties of the Mask-Document 

extended 
The Grid-Spacing of a Mask can be reduced now down to 2 Pixel. 

2.12  Colors can be entered in RGB-Notation 
In the properties window color values can now be edited directly in  
RGB-Notation, eg RGB (255,0,0) => red 

2.13 Status bar shows RGB value at mouse 

position 
If the mouse is moving over a mask, the underlying color value will be shown as RGB-
value in the status line. 

2.14 Compiling from the command line 
With the command line option /compile <project-path> it is possible to build STX-Projects 
as background task without showing any application window. 

2.15 Pointer appearance optimized 
Point objects will be displayed better on dark backgrounds. 

2.16 Version Check expanded 
An expanded version checking warns against possible data loss, if documents with a 
newer format will be loaded.  

2.17 ToolTips can be switched off 
It is now possible to switch off the appearance of tooltips. 
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2.18 Multiple selection for inserting images 
During direct insertion of images into the object pool, multiple images can be selected and 
inserted now. 

2.19 Image-Objects will get the filename as 

object-name 
Newly inserted images will get as the default name the file name with an appended  
ObjectID. 

2.20 New Object SoftKey 
The new object of type SoftKey can be used in SoftkeyMasks. 

2.21 Definition of a controller hardware is not 

necessary any more 
In projects with the STX platforms JetView ER-STX (PC) and JetView ER-STX (CE) it is 
no longer necessary to select the connected controller. It is sufficient to select an interface 
(JetCom, JetIP, JetSTX). 

2.22 Appearance of Checkbox within the Grid-

Object adjusted 
The checkbox in the grid object now has the same representation as the checkbox object. 
It adapts well to the size of the grid cell. 

2.23 Revised project creation 
Creating a new project has been revised extensively. So now the choice of a display de-
vice is in the focus. Subsequently, depending on the selected display in some cases it is 
possible to choose between several platforms. 

2.24 No restriction of the font selection for  

CE projects 
In projects with the platforms JetView ER (CE) and JetView ER-STX (CE) there are no 
limitation for choosing fonts anymore. All fonts which are installed on the PC will be  
selectable. 
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2.25 „Recent Workspaces“ can be cleaned 
If an entry in "Recent Workspaces" is clicked and the associated workspace no longer 
exists on the hard disk it can now be removed from the list. 

2.26 LineStyles, FillStyles and Fonts are now 

able to be copied 
These objects can now be copied like all other objects. 

2.27 VideoControl is available 
The new VideoControl is now available for corresponding platforms. 
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3 Eliminated Software Bugs 

3.1 Grid-Object couldn’t be used object-

oriented 
In design mode the Grid object had display errors when it was placed several times in the 
same or in different masks. 

3.2  Context menus were pushed into the  

background 

In some docking windows (eg JetTagDB and Library) the context menus 
have been moved into the background when the user clicks the menu and 
the docking window was in floating-mode. 

3.3 Incorrect display of rectangle object in a 

container  
#ID 172: Had a rectangle extends beyond container borders, the rectangle was drawn 
outside of the container, although this was disabled in the settings. 

3.4 Line, polyline and polygon were not ISO-

compliant drawn 
#ID 369: The above objects were not displayed correctly, if a line width > 1 pixel was 
used. 

3.5 Invalid tag names in the XYGraph  

configuration were not recognized 
#ID 529: The compiler did not check tag names in the configuration of an XY graph and 
incorrect entries were not detected.. 

3.6 Begin editing of objects by pressing the 

Enter-Key 
#ID 603: Pressing the Enter key in the workspace window will not start editing the object in 
the Component Editor  
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3.7 Data have been lost, when macros were 

added to the library 
#ID 632: When storing macros into the library, data of the macro have been lost. 

3.8 Editing a polygon causes incorrect  

position in the mask 
#ID 674: Were the points of a polygon edited in the Component Editor and the polygon 
was referenced by a pointer, then the position in the mask had been move after editing. 

3.9 After flipping a polygon, it got a wrong 

position in the mask 
#ID 674: If a polygon was flipped in the Component Editor (flip vertical / horizontal flip), it 
wrongly had been moved wrongly in the mask. 

3.10 Option "Open last Workspace" creates 

new folder 
#ID 735: Has been a project/workspace deleted from the hard disk, which was the last 
opened workspace, so while the option "Open last Workspace" was active, it was created 
an empty folder with  the name of the deleted workspace. 

3.11 Incorrect message from the compiler 
#ID 778: If the properties Min. or Max. value for an I/O Dynamic were configured indirect 
by a tag name, the compiler has shown a wrong error message. 

3.12 JVFont2Bmp tool generates invalid file 

name 
#ID 919: The output files contain illegal spaces in the filename. 

3.13 „Add new Mask" dialog disappeared into 

the background 
#ID 1046: When the user adds a new mask, the dialog „Add new Mask“ was pushed  
behind the application window and so it was invisible. 
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3.14 The command GetResource () does not 

accept variables as parameters 
#ID 1196: The macro command GetResource() has accepted only a ResourceID as  
parameter. It was not possible to select event-parameter or local variables. 

3.15 Undo/Redo operations has not always 

set the modified flag 
#ID 1158: Some changes that have been made undo/redo were not setting the modified 
flag. The changes were not saved in this case.  

3.16 Events of the Grid-Object didn’t work 
#1271: The Grid object offered several events, but these were not triggered at runtime. 

3.17 Chinese characters were not shown 
#ID 1278: Chinese or Korean characters, which have been imported or pasted into the 
document via Copy&Paste, could not be shown. Instead, there were displayed rectangles 
as placeholders. 

3.18 In the Hardware-Tree the  

„Test-Connection“-Button didn’t work 
#ID 1288: For controllers of type JV-300 or JVER JetSTXSoft always "No connection pos-
sible" was returned. 

3.19 Change in height of the column headers 

for the grid has not been saved 
#ID 1295: In the Grid object a change in row height for the column headers was not 
saved. 

3.20 Grid properties of the component editor 

were not saved 
#ID 1314: The grid properties of the editor, e.g. Grid Spacing or Ruler Visible were not 
saved and had to be reset after every start of the application. 

3.21 Resource selection was not sorted 
#ID 1334: If the macro command GetResource () was used, in the selection of the  
ResourceID the list of available resources was displayed unordered. The selection is now 
displayed sorted by ResourceID. 
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3.22 Listbox and ComboBox have shown the 

first entry only 
#ID 1335: At run time, the two objects, Listbox and ComboBox have shown only the first 
entry of a multiline list. 

3.23 Tag-selection from the object pool didn’t 

work 
#ID 1338: If an object was selected from the ObjectPool-Tree without a mask or  
component editor was opened, which contained the object, then it was not possible to 
assign a tag to a dynamic. 

3.24 Drag and drop images with a 

width/height > 1000px didn’t work 
#ID 1344: Inserting images with a size of more than 1000 pixels by dragging and dropping 
components in the editor did not work. 

3.25 Copying images with CopyNow deletes 

entries in resource files   
#ID 1341: When using the function CopyNow under Tools/Options/General entries of 
image-lists in a resource file of the project were incorrectly removed. 

3.26 The Navigate command triggered error 

message on masks in subfolders 
#ID 1347: If a mask was created in a subfolder and a macro uses the Navigate-Command 
to switch to the appropriate mask, the compile was showing an incorrect error message. 

3.27 Resizing a button by using the properties 

window didn‘t work 
#ID 1348: When a button object with a text, which had a width greater than the button 
itself, got a change of its width/height by using the Property-Grid, then the button wasn’t 
change its size. There were rather uncontrolled changes in the width of the button. 
The error could also occur for group objects, where the child elements exceed the border 
of the group. 

3.28 Incorrect deletion of a multiple-selection 

in CommunicationService 
#ID 2254: If in a CommunicationService several areas were selected and then delete row 
function was performed, only the first area has been cleared properly. All other areas have 
been moved and so wrong rows were deleted. 


